
 

 

FEEDBACK YOU GAVE US 

Opportunities to Participate: 

 “The event was super interactive. Attendees had ample opportunity to readily add in questions and unpack topics given by the speakers. It felt as if you 

HAD to focus, note take and stay engaged to understand the material so you can have more meaningful discussions in your hub and contribute thoughts 

in the poll questions, which is a good thing. Most conferences, attendees become less and less engaged as the day goes on because you are only given 

the option to sit and watch for an entire day.” 

 “We had lots of opportunity to voice our opinions via Q&A, polls and within breakout sessions.”  

 “A well-run conference. MCs were awesome!! Particularly Astley. Technology was fantastic. If this conference does become a face-to-face in the future, 

keep the interactive slido.” 

 “It was a safe space to share opinions, thoughts and ideas. Technology was fantastic and allowed everyone to add thoughts, comments, questions.” 

 

Areas for Improvement 

 Promote the hubs – these are a great idea! Have a centralized Southland Hub.  

 It needs to be generic about youth, regardless of culture. 

 Spread the Pecha Kuchas out throughout the day — e.g. after a keynote, after a break, etc. — linking themes with the main speaker. Have the Pecha 

Kucha live – makes it a bit more authentic instead of pre-recorded and would connect better with the audience.  

 Make the presentations a little more engaging/interactive – perhaps a summary of potential action steps at the end of conference / a future outlook / 

where to from here? 

 Breaks / Less time for breaks (4pp) / A few more breaks to connect with people (3pp) / finish earlier shorter lunch break (2pp). 

 More employers – to see their perspective, we are quick to judge without understanding their realities. 

 More youth participation / engagement and direct feedback. 

 Government Representation. Would like to see MBIE, MPI, Minister of Youth at the table. 



Influencing Perceptions: 

 “My perception on the kaupapa of Youth Employability is that it is a Village movement. I think a lot of people felt that and understand that after coming to 

the conference. To me YEA is the elders of the village, they hold the wisdom to steer us in the right direction but to me those leading are the orgs and 

providers on the frontline.”  

 “It is a fantastic Kaupapa, and I was not aware of the programme. It was the first time I came across it, and I think it is so important to have. You guys are 

doing an amazing job!” 

 “As someone that works at the grassroots level with rangatahi, this event raised awareness and importance that skilled kaimahi in this space are few and 

far between. Even more so, skilled kaimahi generally move onto other opportunities with more security – e.g., permanent contracts, higher pay. If skilled 

kaimahi was as valued as it was stated at this event, then that needs to be actioned with higher levels of job security for high quality staff to remain in 

such positions.”  

 “The conference was fantastic, it provided insight into the challenges that are faced across the motu, many of which were similar from region to region. It 

also reaffirmed the need for the services that we offer to rangatahi and employers. Dr Eruera's presentation was extremely informative regarding the 

inequities that exist for rangatahi Māori and how we might address this moving forward, the facilitation and connection provided by YEA were fantastic 

and we look forward to working more closely together in the future.” 

 “Being extremely new to working with rangatahi, my opinion was not very defined coming into the conference. My colleagues and I were not aware that 

YEA was an organisation, and by the end of the conference, we still didn't know what they do. The youth employability kaupapa is a huge issue to tackle. 

Each programme developed needs to be organic and based solely on the area we're working in and the rangatahi that we're focusing on.” 

 “This was my first real exposure to YEA and I was so impressed with everyone that spoke and how passionate they were for the mahi they are doing.” 

 “All pretty generic – nothing really on how or what is being advocated and to who or what beyond conference YEA does.” 

 “There is great mahi happening and still scope for more great mahi to occur.” 

 

Learnings that were useful: 

 “Looking at skills differently. Youth have many jobs across many industries. Importance of partnerships with business in schools (e.g. Patton 

engineering).” 

 “Loved seeing Taupō’s 8-week structure for their programme. Would like to see others how they are done and costings.” 

 “Dr Eruera Tarena's presentation caused me to really reflect on skills vs qualifications, and how cultural influence can be skills in themselves, however 

employers need to be more open to this. Ensuring we reflect on skills bridges for our young people within any job we support them into; however, 



government funding (or a lack thereof) stops us from reconnecting with our youth to support them when they are ready to bridge into their next position.  

It would be good to understand the influence YEA has at a government level; we need to see government representation at these events at a ministerial 

level, not just from a ministry level.” 

 “Many of the issues are at the government level, so not sure if our views will be able to influence that level – i.e. providers receiving separate funding to 

support the same rangatahi in the same age brackets in the same areas, however, are needing to achieve individual outcomes for the rangatahi. Not 

sure what YEA plans to do with this?” 

 “Providers are in a competition with each other to achieve their outcomes and hinders collaboration, despite the sector being open to collaboration. Also, 

government funding needs to be longer term to allow job security and time for providers to pilot or give different approaches an opportunity for 'trial and 

error', rather than just focusing on reaching contracted outcomes, as this will not lead to innovation in the sector. Can YEA help?” 

 “It made me more acutely aware of the need to lift the concept of 'power' soft skills from a nice to have perception for those who don't go to university, to 

a mandated component of the secondary school curriculum and how unconscious bias in schools is still rife and continuing to damage the confidence 

and mana of our most vulnerable rangatahi, in particular Māori.” 

 “Mental health, cultural competency among youth workers, systemic issues that cause poverty so we can better support young people who are facing 

this barrier from an inter-generational perspective.” 

 “How to make safe spaces for men has just changed the way i perceive their vision on society and how I can ensure that my programmes meet their 

need.” 

 “Information/proof of what is currently being implemented at a government level to address inequity in employment, education and pathways for our 

rangatahi.” 

 “Entrepreneurial skills – how do we teach our rangatahi to work for themselves? How do we assist our rangatahi in discovering their skills and talents that 

can be transferred into a business?” 

 “1) The attitude gap report. 2) Other providers are facing similar issues of getting buy in from employers. 3) Co design/Collaboration is how we move 

forward.” 

 “I really enjoyed the videos that Shirley's group did, especially Soni’s.” 

 “Youth today will have approx. 18 jobs across 5 industries. The 7 Individual Clusters. The learnings and programme that Lower Hutt – Chambers of 

Commerce has implemented and the success that it has had.” 

 “How many groups there are in NZ. I need to learn more about Kaupapa Maaori and te reo. We have a massive support team around the country.” 

 “Youth hubs and connections. Introducing work skills in schools.” 

 “Attitude gap between students and employers — the difficulties youth and the whanau are facing — adaptability is the key.” 



 “What other providers were doing across NZ. How other programmes related to the work we do. Success stories.” 

 “What the main barriers are for youth and employment. Showing youth opportunities of how they can transfer the skills they have learnt at one job to 

another. The importance of linking employers and schools to create long term relationships and programmes that benefit the students.” 

 “From Dr Eruera Tarena's presentation: The issue with continuing to place rangatahi into employment in fields such as construction, trades, hospo that 

are subject to economic shock and assume Māori should provide their labour physically rather than mentally, whereas Māori culture embodies 
Manaakitanga and whanaungatanga are the most valued skills in the workforce. The importance of viewing qualifications and skills as separate, not 

placing all the value on qualifications only, as skills are gained over a lifetime and add to a young person's kite. Employers need to look at a balance of 

qualifications and skills. Empowering young people to believe that even if they don't have the qualification, they can still bring value. We need employers 

to get on board and recognise that as well. More entry level jobs which employers can support young people to get the qualifications they need when 

jobs require qualifications.” 

 “1) Competition caused by the current funding system and short-term contracts is a major issue for many who offer extremely valuable services to 

rangatahi throughout the motu. 2) More action is required to support rangatahi Māori to equitable outcomes in employment and education. 3) Rangatahi 

need to have a greater say in their future pathways and the help support they require to get there.” 

 “1) There are amazing School to Work programmes around the country. 2) There is a need for a collective space where agencies, schools, employers, 

etc. can share their programmes and services. 3) There is not a 'one-size fits all' solution to any of the issues that were discussed.” 

 “Jobs for rangatahi that provide a future career. Working with businesses that match our values and see the benefits of having a diverse workforce. 

Identifying our Māori and Pacific rangatahi who need support before they are in the W&I system and disengaged.” 

 “Focus on future mindset – learning in the classroom needs to be more relevant to the reality of the workplace.” 

 “My three takeaways were: Our Rangatahi need to be front and center in what we do a quote that stood out for me around this is that our rangatahi are 

not a commodity to be fighting over that we are all better and would do better through shared experiences and resources. The co-creating of learning 

journeys in schools - how can we do better with this at my school - Hasting boys eg, was brilliant. How do we build more engagement between future 

employers and our rangatahi. How do we get them thinking more about the skills of our rangatahi and less perhaps around qualifications in the formal 

sense. Starting a conversation around finding a balance between the two.” 

 “What is out in the community. There are places out there doing great mahi and would be awesome to have it happen in more areas.” 

 “Need to build more youth worker connections in Marlborough. Need to find if the Mayor task force can support a YEP programme need to use Marl 

Chamber of Commerce more.” 

 “Need for navigators and in-between people whose sole focus is on being a connector in this space – Safe spaces for rangatahi tāne – The work that is 

going on in the Ngāi Tahu space – Māori Futures Collective – awe inspiring and bloody clever!” 



 Not necessarily a new thing Iearnt but for some reason it really resonated with me: Holding a safe space for rangatahi. The complexities of having tough 

conversations. The conversations having a beginning, middle and end. Acknowledging when one is out of their depth to tap into the expertise of another 

to continue the conversation and upholding the mana and integrity of the rangatahi throughout the korero. I think of this process in terms of way of 

working with adults, that we sometimes forget can be vulnerable also and to be kind, gentle and to not 'take the space'.” 


